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form.
function.
colour.

PROCORE A1® - Unique 
technology non-combustible 
aluminium profile composite core.

PROMINIUM® - Pre-finished 
solid aluminium panel.

PROCOREA1®

PROMINIUM®

PROCORE A1® and PROMINIUM® Non-combustible 
aluminium cladding materials are designed to 
inspire creative, iconic buildings for the future.

Superior mechanical properties with excellent strength-to-weight ratios deliver 
high workability for fabrication, folding and structural formations.

Outstanding surface flatness is enhanced with premium PPG Kynar 500 PVDF 
Coatings which require minimal maintenance and providing optimum resistance 
to weathering and pollutants, providing exceptional long-term outdoor durability.

An extensive range of over 60 solid colours, metallic, woodgrain and other unique 
finishes are held in stock, while custom colours are readily available on request.

PROCORE A1® and PROMINIUM® are exceptional exterior cladding choices 
for commercial, residential and high elevation developments within new 
construction and recladding environments.
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unique.
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CUSTOM COLOURS

any.
colour.
you choose.

Any custom colour or size
While PROCORE A1® and PROMINIUM® are available in an extensive 
range of standard colours and specialty finishes, any imaginable 
permutation can be created. 

Match corporate branding requirements or specific PMS colours 
or create a combination that is totally bespoke.

Custom sizes are also available and ideal for high volume 
applications to minimise fabrication effort.

Please note minimum order quantities apply to custom requests.

Corporate branding
PROCORE A1® and PROMINIUM® are the ideal materials to create 
and maintain corporate imagery and identity. Both deliver long 
term colour consistency and weather resistance, excellent flatness, 
rigidity and formability, as well as ease of maintenance.

Major organisations have chosen to use PROBOND® aluminium 
cladding materials for their Australia-wide requirements to maintain 
consistency across all of their operations.
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SOLID COLOURS

Slate Grey 
PC6217  

Anthracite Grey 
PC6210  

Monument 
PC6994  

Gloss Onyx Black 
PC6297  G

Jet Black 
PC6299  

Natural White 
PC6201 

Gloss Vivid White 
PC6011  G

Cool Grey 
PC6216  

Brown Earth 
PC6272  

Dusky Beige 
PC6270  

  Stocked Item       Minimum order quantity applies     G Gloss finish 

Colours may vary from physical product due to print variation. Confirm colour against a panel sample. Colours may vary slightly between 
production lots - to ensure colour consistency, we recommend placing total requirements in one order, including an error allowance.
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vibrant.
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SOLID COLOURS

Dandelion Yellow 
PC6239  

Golden Yellow 
PC6026  

Bee Sting 
PC6244  

Pale Sunset 
PC6245  

Atomic Orange 
PC6135  

Red Terra 
PC6266  

Scarlet Pink 
PC6269  

Candy Red 
PC6500  

Cherry Red 
PC6263  

Hot Flamingo 
PC6268  

  Stocked Item       Minimum order quantity applies     G Gloss finish 

Colours may vary from physical product due to print variation. Confirm colour against a panel sample. Colours may vary slightly between 
production lots - to ensure colour consistency, we recommend placing total requirements in one order, including an error allowance.
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tranquil.
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SOLID COLOURS

Lime Sherbert 
PC6221  

Frisky Green 
PC6222  

Electric Lime 
PC6410   

Bushland Green 
PC6227  

Grey Blue 
PC6230  

Ultramarine Blue 
PC6478   

Demin Blue 
PC6208  

Navy Intenso 
PC6237  

Navigator Blue 
PC6231  

Snorkel Sea  
PC6232  

  Stocked Item       Minimum order quantity applies     G Gloss finish 

Colours may vary from physical product due to print variation. Confirm colour against a panel sample. Colours may vary slightly between 
production lots - to ensure colour consistency, we recommend placing total requirements in one order, including an error allowance.
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METALLIC FINISH

Silver Metallic 
PC8100   

Sabre Silver Metallic 
PC8164  

Graphite Metallic 
PC8345  

Gunmetal Metallic 
PC8364   

Midnight Metallic 
PC8374  

Cherry Metallic 
PC8172  

Champagne Metallic 
PC8264  

Bronze Metallic 
PC8277  

Gold Metallic 
PC8170  

Bronzed Copper Metallic 
PC8490  

Ice Metallic 
PC8173  

Jade Metallic 
PC8174  

  Stocked Item       Minimum order quantity applies     G Gloss finish 

Colours may vary from physical product due to print variation. Confirm colour against a panel sample. Colours may vary slightly between 
production lots - to ensure colour consistency, we recommend placing total requirements in one order, including an error allowance.
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WOODGRAIN

Woodgrain Pine 
PC9420  

Woodgrain Rustic 
PC9425  

Woodgrain Blackwood  
PC9430  

Woodgrain Teak 
PC9435  

Woodgrain Redgum 
PC9440  

Woodgrain Rosewood 
PC9445  

  Stocked Item       Minimum order quantity applies     G Gloss finish 

Colours may vary from physical product due to print variation. Confirm colour against a panel sample. Colours may vary slightly between 
production lots - to ensure colour consistency, we recommend placing total requirements in one order, including an error allowance.
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SPARKLING MICA

Sparkling Mica White 
PC9500  G

Sparkling Mica Gunmetal 
PC9580  G

Sparkling Mica Midnight 
PC9590  G

Sparkling Mica Blue 
PC9570  G

Sparkling Mica Cherry 
PC9560  G

  Stocked Item       Minimum order quantity applies     G Gloss finish 

Colours may vary from physical product due to print variation. Confirm colour against a panel sample. Colours may vary slightly between 
production lots - to ensure colour consistency, we recommend placing total requirements in one order, including an error allowance.
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MICA CHAMELEON

Mica Chameleon Ice 
PC9260  G

Mica Chameleon Antique 
Gold PC9265  G

Mica Chameleon Galaxy 
PC9285  G

Mica Chameleon Dusk 
PBMC265  G

Mica Chameleon Maldives 
PBMC269  G

Mica Chameleon Simpson 
Copper PC9275  G

  Stocked Item       Minimum order quantity applies     G Gloss finish 

Colours may vary from physical product due to print variation. Confirm colour against a panel sample. Colours may vary slightly between 
production lots - to ensure colour consistency, we recommend placing total requirements in one order, including an error allowance.



PROBOND®

aluminium cladding material

www.probond.com.au
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